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Celebrating 20 years of Louis Vuitton’s Tambour Line, the brand
has roped in Hollywood’s leading man Bradley Cooper as its
official ambassador. With nine Oscar nominations under his belt,
Bradley Cooper has won international acclaim, garnering
recognition across the Academy Awards, BAFTAs, SAG Awards
and Grammys. In his first campaign for the Louis Vuitton maison,
the actor embodies the Tambour Twenty, a limited collector’s
edition in a special campaign video directed by Oscar-winning
filmmaker Damien Chazelle and accompanying still images
lensed by photographer Boo George.
It was in 2002 that the first Tambour watch came into existence
at La Fabrique du Temps Louis Vuitton, in Switzerland where
bold creativity converged with excellence of horological
savoir-faire. The earliest edition of the timepiece broke barriers
due to its unique shape- a round case sculpted from a single
piece of metal anchored by applied horns. Over the years the
design has evolved to meet the ever-changing preferences of the
discerning watch enthusiast.
The Tambour Twenty retains various elements of the watch’s
iconic design codes— a deep, flared 41.5mm case, with a brown
sunray dial, yellow chronograph hands, and the engraved letters
‘Louis Vuitton’ flanking the case. These are combined with LV277,
a high-frequency automatic chronograph movement, a 22-carat
oscillating weight, a specially engraved case back and a
custom-made trunk in the brand’s monogram canvas.
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Dear Friends,
One of the most awaited events of the
watch industry, Geneva Watch Days recently
concluded its third edition. We bring to you
some of the most vibrant and interesting
coverage from the fair that is sure to give
you a taste of this exciting event. New
releases, panel discussions and future
forecasts all make their way into the pages
of this edition.
The Watchmaking world finally got its own
Wikipedia of watchmaking! As the art of
watchmaking is rife with jargons, now you
can easily look up technical terms thanks to
a new digital platform horopedia. We give you all the details on how to use
this new technology.
Closer home, more and more Indian cities are embracing luxury watches
as the city of Joy, Kolkatta welcomes Emporio Armani in its watch
repertoire. 2022 is a momentous year for India as we complete 75 years of
Independence. To commemorate this occasion, we bring to you a deep dive
into India’s watchmaking history and how it has grown over the years. The
fascinating tale of HMT Watches along with the meteoric rise of Titan gives
you a glimpse of India’s glorious past.
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WATCH TREND

EMPORIO ARMANI
Glams Up Kolkata

Intricately crafted to symbolize class and cult fashion, Emporio Armani
introduces its it's ‘Swiss Collection’ to India’s very own cultural capital, Kolkata.
The city can now witness captivating timepieces at the Emporio Armani boutique
at Quest Mall. Its presence in the city reflects the brand’s commitment to
expanding its empire of high-end watch collections for accessory aficionados
across the country.
Emporio Armani’s Swiss Collection’s entry into the city is an evident win for watch
lovers to experience a selection of spectacular products, giving consumers a
chance to revel in the brand's luxury and grandeur. Presenting a curated collection
of stylish accessories to amp up your fashion game, the Swiss Collection
exudes the epitome of style, elegance, and opulence.
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75 Years Of Independence
Time Traveler’s Tale

First Ana-Digi watch

First Automatic Day-Date

As India completes 75 years of independence this year, it is a great
time to look back on the glorious past of how watchmaking began in
India and what its journey has been like since its inception. After a
long drawn out struggle for Independence from the British Rule in
1947, India was on the fast track to reinvent itself. This led to a phase
of vigorous initiatives in agriculture, industry, infrastructure and other
such core sectors to make independent India self-reliant.
Hindustan Machine Tools (HMT) was entrusted the vital task of
building machine tools and in 1953, the first Machine tool factory
was set up in Bangalore. At that time, the watch demand in India was
being catered by the unorganized players. Since liberalization had not
yet taken place in India, Japanese and Swiss watchmaking brands
could not sell their models in the Indian marketplace.

First Quartz watch

The then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru had a vision to bring-in a
sense of time consciousness among Indians, his belief that India
was capable of manufacturing precision components generated the
pace for setting up a watch manufacturing unit within the country. In
1961, Government of India entrusted the job to HMT due to its
capability, name and fame amongst the public sectors.
FIRST STEPS
HMT set up a watch manufacturing unit in Bangalore in collaboration
with Citizen Watch Co., Japan in 1961. As the first manufacturer of
wrist watches in the country, HMT successfully absorbed the totally
new precision manufacturing technology for mass production, and
assembly of micro sized components. This tryst with ‘firsts’
continued and led to launch of India’s first Automatic Day-Date
watch, first Quartz watch , first Braille watch, first Ana-Digi watch
and so on. During the 1970’s out of the 1.5 million wrist watches
produced in India, almost 1 million watches were manufactured
by HMT while 0.5 million units were manufactured by other
smaller players.

First Braille watch
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For several years, HMT enjoyed a monopoly in the Indian market until
the House of Tata entered this market. Known for their superlative
business acumen, the Tata’s were always on the lookout for new
segments to expand into. Through extensive research they realized
that even though foreign watchmaking brands were not allowed to
enter the country, the awareness was extensive. This created a
thriving secondary (grey) market for watches and also an insatiable
demand among Indians. HMT however could not keep up with the
ballooning demand which also gave the Tata’s an opportunity to
delve depper into this segment.
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BRICK BY BRICK
The Tata’s were well aware of this gold mine they have acquired and
set out to capitalize on this untapped segment. In order to do this,
they collaborated with Tamil Nadu Industrial Development
Corporation Limited that was also looking for an Indian partner for
watch manufacturing. The two companies together formed the
formidable brand Titan that we all know today.
The headquarters of this company was located in South India’s
Hosur which was just 1 hour away from the HMT headquarters in
Bangalore where Titan could easily move experts in watchmaking to
their manufacturing unit. The teams at Titan realized that while
mechanical watches were an engineering marvel, it was quartz
watches that were the inevitable future of watch making. The entire
set up of its factories and manufacturing units were created keeping
quartz watches in mind. So in 1987, Titan began production of its
watches in India.
CRAFTED FOR SUCCESS
It was the post manufacturing strategy of Titan that proved to be its
litmus test. The brand directly approached retail businessmen
instead of selling their products through the pre-determined
distribution channels. This was a pivotal decision as the brand
invested heavily in the sales techniques and after sale services that
the brand Titan is known for. The training provided to these salesmen
was so holistic and detailed that they were expected to study not just
the watch segment but also segments like premium clothing and
apparel as well as jewellery. The reasoning behind this was that the
brand wanted to position watches as a viable gifting option which
was currently occupied by these segments.
Another brilliant strategy adopted by Titan was its excellent
advertising. At a time where brands needed celebrity endorsements
to sell their products, Titan broke all barriers by placing newspaper
advertisements featuring only close ups of their watches and the
price it retailed for. This led to a frenzy amongst buyers and they
even showed up at Titan stores holding cutouts of these
advertisements, demanding those timepieces.
It was this innovate and proactive thinking by the brand Titan that led
to 3.44 lakh models sold and booked a mammoth profit of ` 19 crore
in the very first year of its launch. By 1989, Titan had cornered nearly
50% of the quartz watch market share and was on its way to
becoming the largest watch manufacturing companies in the
country. The past 20 years have seen the meteoric rise of Titan as its
stock price had risen by an astonishing 36,218% making it a proud
example of the Make in India campaign.
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FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
Sailing Into The Sunset

For those who would love the feeling of sailing on a yacht out in the
open sea, Swiss watchmaking maison Frederique Constant is the
best match for you. The brand’s Runabout collection was first
launched in 2009, in an ode to the legendary wooden boats built in
Italy on the shores of Lake Iseo.
A company devoted to measuring time, and a shared vision of
upholding workmanship, beauty, and attention to detail, destined to
be carried on the tides of time for centuries on end as custodians of
the same timeless elegance and passion. A strong bond was forged
between Lake Geneva in Switzerland and Italy’s Lake Iseo, uniting
the two entities since 2013.
Two new limited editions of its Runabout Automatic timepieces will
be available in 888 units. This contemporary design features a
42 mm-diameter dial, and is suitable for both men and women
seeking masterful precision in time-keeping.
The model features a fresh take on a dial embellished with a delicate Clous de Paris guilloché pattern. It is set
over a silver or black background and allows it to capture each ray of light, imbuing the watch face with a
shifting sense of texture. It stands out with its large even-number Arabic numeral indices complete with
five-minute markers on the inner-bezel. Each hour index is applied, lending the dial depth while improving
readability. To the same end, the sword-style hour and minute hands are shot through with luminous matter to
enable the wearer to continue sailing long after the summer sun has dipped below the horizon.

POLICE
Functional Yet Fashionable
With a clear focus on technology and development, Police created a new super sized watch - "Saleve
Stainless Steel Fashion Analogue Quartz”. Letting the unique square case design speak for itself,
SALEVE is both functional and fashionable. Featuring a midnight blue dial with multifunction time-telling
this watch comes with a stainless-steel mesh bracelet.
With a 50 metre water resistance, it can be submerged in water for extended periods of time and hence
could accompany you for a swim too. The other highlight of the watch is the new Winged logo in this
timepiece. The sleek winged logo distinguishes it from other timepieces and gives it a trendy appeal.
The watch is available in a single-color option making it more unique and exclusive for men that can be
paired with all the looks; be it a boardroom meeting or leisure weekend activities.
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BULGARI X THE ROSE GROUP
Greatest Of All Time

Mumbai city was witness to all the glitz and glamour that surrounded the launch of Roman
watchmaking maison Bulgari’s most record breaking model yet, the Bulgari Octo Finissimo. Breaking
every single tenet of the art of watch making, this never seen before timepiece stood resplendent at
the Intercontinental Dome where the watch community gathered to marvel at this stunning creation.
The Hour Markers, founded by Karishma Karer hosted an event for Rose The Watch Bar and Bulgari
where 7 of the 8 record-breaking Octo Finissimo timepieces were displayed to the watch community.
Apart from these, an array of breathtaking high jewellery Serpenti’s along with the limited edition
Bulgari Serpenti manufactured specifically for the 40 years of the Rose group were displayed too.
So what exactly is so special about this particular model? The 40 mm diameter is a miniscule 1.8 mm
thin making the Octo Finissmo the tiniest mechanical watch ever. While most people consider Bulgari
to be a brand that curates high end jewels, the Octo highlights the mechanical prowess of the brand.
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“The Octo Finissimo is a truly unique watch that continues to defy traditional watchmaking. We are
extremely enthused by the reactions of Indian collectors to the collection of the record-breaking
Finissimos. Not 1 but 8 world records for the thinnest watches in almost every category, is a
commendable feat,” shares Karan Vaidya, Vice President, Marketing and Retail Operations at The
Rose Group.
The entire evening was designed keeping in mind the colour palette of Bulgari. From personalised
chef hats and aprons to a specially curated Italian menu, Italian wine and cocktails like the Sultry
Serprenti and Old Fashioned Octo, from riveting live performances and enthusiastic dances, it was an
evening filled with interesting conversations, delicious food and best of all, great company!
The evening also saw the presence of members of the RedBar Bombay Watch community who added
some charm to the event. Punit Mehta, Founder of RedBar Bombay said, “As of today, we have
experienced a spectacular display of the mechanics of Bulgari paired with the exceptional hospitality
of The Hour Markers and Rose, The Watch Bar. I have to say, it was a holistic experience indeed. From
the seven coiled Serpenti to that almost paper thin Octo Finissimo Minute Repeater to the minute
attention to details in the curation of this evening, kudos to Karan Vaidya and Karishma Karer. We look
forward to more such interactions with brands in the future.”
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GENEVA WATCH DAYS
A Bevy of Beauties

The 3rd edition of the Geneva Watch Days, held from August 29 to September 1, 2022, exceeded all
expectations of the organizers and all participating companies. Inaugurated by the State Counsellor for
the Economy of the State of Geneva, Mrs. Fabienne Fischer, the event brought together 33 brands and
more than 1,200 watchmaking professionals - retailers, agents, distributors, and journalists - from all
geographic zones, Europe, the USA, the Middle East, Asia and Latin America. A strong progression
compared to the year 2021 which was still marked by the pandemic. Creating a real momentum for the
watch industry and at the same time arousing a growing and significant interest for the general public and
the local Geneva community, this 3rd edition was a great success contributing to underlining the City of
Geneva as epicenter of watchmaking.
Open, engaging and unifying: the Geneva Watch Days remained true to its original concept and once again
found a new and refreshing echo in the international community by pushing back the horizons of the
usual trade shows with its innovative format and unique state of mind. Thus, Geneva Watch Days has not
only established itself as an important momentum for the watch industry, but is more than ever in tune
with our times - a global and decentralized event, self-managed and open to the public.
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Open to the public, the Pavilion welcomed more than 2,500 visitors, collectors, watch enthusiasts and final
clients in four days. More than 400 guests attended the opening ceremony and party with magnificent
fireworks display on the water to kick off the event. Each day, in the pavilion presenting 187 new watches
in no less than 52 display cases, guided or free visits, conferences, announcements, talks, but also more
than 60 taxi-bike tours were offered. All in all, a record number of events, activities and visitors compared
to previous years.
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BVLGARI

OCTO FINISSIMO SKELETON 8 DAYS

Octo Finissimo Skeleton 8 Days captures the essence of
the Octo brand thanks to its seamless combination of
innovative design and skilled watchmaking. The new
Octo Finissimo Skeleton 8 Days is right in keeping with
this custom, which heralds the return of gold to the
forefront. Moreover, the watch’s inner workings of design
and technology are on full display. The new hand-wound
factory movement, the extra-fine caliber BVL 199 SK, has
a remarkable 8-day power reserve and was conceived
and developed in perfect harmony by the watchmakers
and designers of Bvlgari.

CORUM
Bubble x Aiiroh

Staying true to its innovative side, Corum teams with
French street artist Aiiroh to bring a statement of “art on
the wrist” to the forefront. The new larger-than-life
47mm Bubble X Aiiroh watch brings its own message to
the forefront: one of daring color and bold style. Crafted
in stainless steel with black PVD coating, the watch is
inspired by Aiiroh’s famous “Black Série Rose ” artwork
that uses street posters and headlines in a
decoupage-like collage to form the petals of the colorful
rose. He then superimposes another stylized black rose
spiral motif on top of that for added allure. The watch is
powered by the mechanical automatic caliber CO 082
that offers 42 hours of power reserve. The case back is
made of transparent sapphire crystal with an
anti- reflective treatment for viewing of the movement.
Water resistant to 100 meters, the watch is built in a
limited edition of just 88 pieces – ensuring exclusivity.

CZAPEK & CIE

Quai des Bergues guilloché “Ricochet”
The new versions will look familiar at first glance.
Ricochet, Czapek’s signature dial design in flinqué
enamel, returns here in two new, eye-popping colors,
courtesy of Czapek’s collaborator Donzé Cadrans. The
Sapphire Blue L is based on the 2019 introduction of the
Sapphire Blue S and features the same dreamy,
shimmering, marine color that made Czapek famous.
The dial, however, is very intense thanks to the rich
emerald green tone that is reminiscent of British racing
green. The new Quai des Bergues isn’t just about color
schemes, though. The watch is powered by a redesigned
version of the SXH1 caliber, a manual wind movement
with a seven-day power reserve.
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HAUTLENCE
Vagabonde Series 4

Hautlence has unveiled a compelling state-of-the-art
piece with the release of the Vagabonde Series 4 model,
an ultra-modernized version of the legendary star wheel
systems, so-called for their star-shaped disc driving
wheels. Updating its model of solitary work hours, the
central minutes’ disc and the three-hour satellites
positioned inside the sapphire disc are powered by the
caliber B30 self-winding manufacturing movement,
which is housed in a steel case reminiscent of the
original but with a sportier personality.

MB&F

LM Split Escapement EVO
Originally released in MB&F’s traditional Legacy Machine
housing, the LM Split Escapement is now also available
in the brand’s newer and sportier EVO case. Here is a
titanium grade 5 timepiece with a chillingly beautiful icy
blue base plate, slate gray dial, and open counters. The
contrast between the dynamic, modern EVO collection
and the classical finishing of the movement is also
reflected in the dial side’s particular darkened treatment,
which brings out the details of the wheels, the
rhodium-plated barrels, and the rose gold accents. The
view of the movement is just as captivating as the dial
because MB&F is one of the few artisanal firms that still
finishes components carefully by hand.
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JACOB & CO
Astronomia Solar Bitcoin

As cryptocurrency takes over the market, we see yet
another edition, leaning into its aura. The Jacob & Co
Astronomia Solar Bitcoin embodies the true spirit of this
new world and encapsulates it in its mesmerizing
artistry. Housed in a 44 mm, black DLC titanium case,
the Astronomia Solar Bitcoin is a symbolic and horological tribute to the world of cryptocurrency. Jacob & Co
engages an exciting crowd, eager to celebrate the advent
of the age of cryptocurrency, with a strongly illustrative
timepiece. The black DLC titanium Astronomia Solar
Bitcoin is interspersed with details and features that are
directly linked to the Bitcoin universe—a Bitcoin currency
logo and a flying tourbillon, a yellow citrine sun,, a
diamond moon and a golden earth, a miniature
rocketship to reach for the moon. All these symbols tell
the story of the advent of the first cryptocurrency, from
abstraction to reality, from outlier to a mainstay of the
financial system.
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ORIS

The Divers Sixty Five Caliber 400

ULYSSE NARDIN
The Blast Tourbillon Rainbow

The Blast bears its name well. The skeleton ‘X’ dial’s
complex and geometric forms on this imposing 45mm
timepiece with a micro-rotor in platinum placed at
12 o’clock simply blow-up traditional watch design. To
soften the look, a total of 50 rubies and sapphire
baguette gemstones adorn the bezel and the indexes of
this Blast Rainbow, making this timepiece sexy and
powerful on any wrist. Water resistant to 50 meters and
driven by an automatic flying tourbillon, the Blast is
powered by the UN-172 caliber movement with Silicium
technology (escapement wheel, anchor & balance
spring) enclosed in a black DLC titanium case and sealed
with a black ceramic polished and sandblasted upper
case. This limited edition of 50 timepieces promises
72 hours of power reserve and comes with a waterproof
velvet rubber strap or a black alligator strap, together
with a black DLC titanium and black ceramic
self-deploying buckle.

The new Divers Sixty-Five 12H Calibre 400 spans more
than half a century of Oris watch design and movement
creation. The spirit of Oris’s first diver’s watch,
introduced in 1965, continues to inspire the form of the
Divers Sixty-Five, only now it’s equipped with Oris Calibre
400. This means the new watch has elevated levels of
anti-magnetism, a five-day power reserve, a 10-year
warranty and 10-year recommended service intervals.
The new standard now applies to our evergreen diver’s
watch. But that’s not where the updates end, the watch
also comes with a 12-hour bi-directional rotating bezel,
designed to serve as a second time zone. Finishing
touches include a sapphire crystal case back and the
choice of either a leather strap or metal bracelet.

URWERK
UR-100V UltraViolet

Fitted with a rubber strap, the UR-100V UltraViolet picks
up the codes of the 100 family. On the UR-100V, the
satellite hours and minutes display is complemented by
new information. Once the 60th minute has been
reached, the minute hand vanishes and reappears as a
kilometer counter. It illustrates the 555 kilometers
traveled every 20 minutes by every inhabitant of planet
earth. This is in fact the average speed of rotation of the
earth calculated at the equator (rotational distance).
Appearing exactly opposite is the earth’s revolution
around the sun (orbital distance), i.e. 35,740 kilometers
per 20 minutes. On the face of the UR-100V, hours and
kilometers thus share the same status, the same scale
of value. These units are lit up at night in incandescent
blue for the hours and in flamboyant green for the
kilometers. Felix Baumgartner, master watchmaker and
co-founder of Urwerk says, “This creation was inspired
by a gift from my father, Geri Baumgartner, a renowned
restorer of antique clocks. It is a clock made by Gustave
Sandoz for the 1893 World Exhibition and its particularity
lies in the fact that instead of showing the hours, it
indicates the rotational distance traveled by the earth at
the equator”
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FOSSIL
Street Culture With The
New STAPLE x Fossil Collaboration

Introducing STAPLE x Fossil — Fossil’s new watch collaboration designed
in partnership with iconic streetwear brand STAPLE, helmed by creative
icon and streetwear pioneer Jeff Staple. STAPLE is a world renowned
brand which reflects the gritty and never-ending energy New Yorkers (and
all urban dwellers) possess. It not only exists as a representation of New
York, but The Pigeon is also the influence behind Staple’s extensive
apparel range and collaborative items available across the world. Inspired
by street culture and design, Staple’s reach encompasses many different
landscapes such as fashion, music, sport, and art.
Inspired by Fossil’s archives and the concept of time itself, this
limited-edition collection is a nod to the history of both brands and the
element of discovery for the next generation of collectors. The watch
builds upon elements of the archival Fossil Sundial and Hologram
watches with an egg-shaped case designed to appear as if the watch
was excavated from the Earth.
The collection was first revealed in June at the second annual STAPLE
DAY sponsored by NTWRK, and was fully released on July 14 at Fossil,
STAPLE and Hypebeast’s online and New York HBX storefronts. Each
timepiece is made with an automatic movement, stainless steel case
(44mm) and unique terrazzo stone-inspired silicone case jacket and
straps (22mm) created with ground silicone. The three terrazzo
stone-inspired colorways are reminiscent of excavated Earth, the grind of
debris in the city streets and the STAPLE iconic color combination. The
STAPLE Pigeon logo is printed on the caseback with “STAPLE” embossed
on the strap’s keeper.
Is there a better fashion icon who loves to experiment with his
cutting-edge style more than Varun Dhawan. “When I first saw their
limited-edition collection with Jeff Staple, I was instantly blown away!”,
Varun Dhawan. “I’m very proud to be associated with Fossil – I love that
they’re committed to constantly pushing the envelope. When I first saw
their limited-edition collection with Jeff Staple, I was instantly blown
away! The concept of playing on time itself was very edgy and distinctive,
it’s something I’ve never seen before. Automatic movement, a unique
egg-shaped case, the distinctive sundial – the list of impressive features
is endless. This timepiece is the perfect streetwear accessory for an
athleisure lover like me, I’ve been sporting it on repeat!” continues Varun.

MING
Crafted For Success
On the occasion of its 5th anniversary, Ming launches the
37.07 timepiece: a retrospective, matured take on the same
daily wearing, horologically solid concept that gave birth to
our very first watch, the 17.01. The 37.07 is a lesson is
symmetry as it successfully combines a layered and
nuanced aesthetic with a central texture that features a hand
wind movement. The watch is a collaborative effort with
Manufacture Schwarz-Etienne for engineering and assembly.
The 38mm case is 10.9 mm thick measuring 45mm lug to
lug. Made of 316L stainless steel it boasts of a sapphire
doomed crystal front as well as rear. A composite dial
complete with circular brushed surfaces forms the inner face
of the watch. The dial is made from a printed and luminous
metal base with double surface printed and a gradient faded
sapphire dial. The watch is 100 m water resistant and
provides an impressive 40 hour power reserve at
full winding.
Perhaps the most eye catching part of the model is its
handmade strap made by renowned watchmaker
Jean Rousseau Paris and offers clients a choice between
White Rubber or Oxblood Barenia. A timepiece that spells
success is sure to be a valuable addition to your
watch wardrobe.
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The Very First Wikipedia Of The Watchmaking World :

Presenting the first universal and multilingual encyclopedia dedicated exclusively to the world of watchmaking.
The HOROPEDIA Foundation Board consists of Philippe Dufour (President), Dr. Helmut Crott, André Colard, and
Marc André Deschoux (Executive Director) and is structured as a non-profit Swiss foundation.
A digital platform that is open to everyone, from the largest corporations and luxury watchmakers to the general
people, is neutral and operates independently…. at long last! After twenty-one years, it’s time for the watch industry
to launch its own collaborative online encyclopedia. Baptized HOROPEDIA’s goal is to disseminate the vast store
of technical and aesthetic expertise amassed by the industry over the years and to shine a light on that expertise.
HOROPEDIA will rely heavily on visual photos and short videos to capture as accurately as possible the
movements and emotions of the people involved in order to highlight the human aspect of watchmaking because
we know that video is more engaging to consumers and especially younger generations.
Simple and free to use like Wikipedia, with detailed definitions and descriptions of every word, image, component,
technique, personality, and historical fact. This content will expand and improve over time owing to the input of its
users.
HOROPEDIA is much more than just a database of information. It defines itself as a genuine watchmaking
eco-system first and foremost through the entire watchmaking community which will contribute to the content, on
a voluntary and unsolicited basis – in addition to the content produced by the Foundation itself – and secondly by
giving students in continuing education the opportunity to continue their education in the field of watchmaking, or
by supporting projects and activities related to the preservation of the watchmaking culture.
Funding for the platform will come from donations (from foundations, organizations, and people) and from the
sale of extended, in-depth movies produced by the Foundation. Ultimately, an outstanding encyclopedia on
watchmaking is being compiled to allow as many people as possible to experience the wonder of our field.
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